Dressed to serve
A child ready for baptism is often dressed in white.
Pastors are often dressed in a white robe, too. At our
baptism God calls us to be servants. How can you
serve God in your church and at home?
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How does your pastor serve at church?

Fill in the missing lines to complete this baptism picture.
Add more water drops coming from the pastor’s hand.

Welcome to worship. All are welcome at worship
from the youngest to the oldest, from the first one to
enter the worship place to the last.
These worshipers have matching items with other
worshipers across the aisle. Draw a line to connect
the six matching items.

Try giving others a chance to be first in line, first to eat, or
first to choose. Serving others can feel good!
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Mark 9:30-37

Jesus turned everything upside down for the disciples!
They wanted to be greatest but Jesus said, “Whoever wants
to be _________ must be ________ of all and
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_____________ of all.”
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Use the clues beside each word to figure out the words from
first to last. The last word is someone Jesus loves. The first
word is done for you, and part of the second.
(Hint: Take away one letter from the first word and scramble
the letters to make the next smaller word on the puzzle.)

Fill in the blanks by reversing the order of the letters. The
last is now first.

Who are the people serving by
helping in worship today?
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a word meaning to walk

S __ __ __ __ __

a line on a flag

__ __ __ __ __

a car sits on these

__ __ __ __

a helium balloon will do this

__ __ __

a polite way to address a man

__ __

not “isn’t”

__

a name for yourself

I will be your servant,
Lord. Stay with me
always. Amen

